Oriental Republic of Uruguay

our
mission
The ROU Capitán Miranda is a Training Sailing Ship of the
Uruguayan Navy, which represents the mystic of a “State
with Sails”, that as a living Nation at its maximum
expression, carryes by means of a group of men and women
the message of peace and friendship of the Uruguayans
through the different oceans and seas of the world.

“Itinerant ambassador of the seas,
School of true mariners, University of
frienship and bonds, Vessel of the suns,
Uruguayan patrimony without frontiers,
Schooner bearer of the mariners
dreams and hope of all Uruguayans”

We are proud to have as mission to make known to the
different nations our cultural values as a way to project our
country towards the world. In accordance with the richest
naval traditions, it our understanding that the best university
for the sea man is through the practical application of the
fundamentals of the art of navigation in all its conception.
This demands the mastering of the changing natural
elements of the sea and its environment that imposes
sailing, with the mastering of the systemic and technological
elements demanded by modern navigation.
From the human point of view this university imposes on us
the intimate and continuous contact with the sea for long
periods of time, which forges the true character of a leader
and the necessary marine foot for the navy men and women .
But also the experiences obtained from the different places
visited help our men and women to nourish themselves from
other cultures and to understand the power that has to
strengthen bonds, as well as to value the importance of
having other perspectives to improve their capacity of good
judgement and understanding of the world.

capitanmirandauy

www.capitanmiranda.org.uy
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sailing training ship
CAPITAN MIRANDA
our history
Built in the year 1930 at the
Port of Cádiz in Spain,
“Capitán Miranda” was
initially thought as a
hydrographic vessel.
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Its name honors “Capitán de Navío Francisco Prudencio
Miranda”, who was an eminent Uruguayan mariner,
strategist on naval and maritime issues, hydrographer,
professor, historian, lecturer, writer and researcher.
Although as a hydrographic vessel it developed an
extensive and outstanding work for more than 40 years, it
is after 1977 that the “Capitán Miranda” was transformed
into a training ship. The old vessel then becomes a stylish
three-masted schooner.

Sailed miles

Schooner
Marconi
198 feet
26 feet
13 feet
839 tons
10.5 knots
9.634 feet
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30
53
509.959
80 crew members
165 days at sea
16.000 nautical miles
11 Countries
19 Ports
6 Foreign guest

